
Sandladder bracket installation guide 
 

1. Ask your beloved to hold the sandladder in the exact position where you want to 
fix it. Fit the threaded plastic discs to two selected holes (of the sandladder) and let 
them seat on the body. 

2. Please consider the characteristics of the body before choosing the holes and 
decide if you want to/can position the holders transversally, horizontally or 
asymmetrically. 

3. Mark the middle bores of the two threaded plastic discs on the body surface with a 
felt-tip pen. 

4. Thank your beloved for her help; now you may put down the sandladder for a 
while. 

5. Drill two holes (12 mm in diameter) on the body sheet. If the inner side is fitted 
with some upholstery that you do not want to drill in, take it off before drilling. 

6. Put the screws with a base plate into the bores; wind the two threaded plastic discs 
on them from outside and draw them home. Use a standard angle grinder wrench 
(not Makita type!). If you removed the upholstery in the inner side, put it back. 

7. Put the sandladders on the screws, fit the plastic cover discs and wind up the 
security nuts with your hand. 

8. If everything is correctly seated, mark or measure where the nuts will have to be 
cut off. 

9. Wind off the security nuts and take off the sandladders. Cut the screws with a saw 
or angle grinder and deburr the cut ends. 

10. Now you can install the sandladders permanently. Draw the security nuts approx. 
as strong as when you mount the cutting disc in the angle grinder. 

11. Don’t forget to put the angle grinder wrench in your car so that it were at hand 
when needed. This method will prevent you from going mad of a rusty padlock 
whose key was lost years ago. 

 
Thank you! 
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